Keys Kids Learn about Symphonic Music
There was a lot of happy clapping in the Tennessee Williams theatre the
morning of November 15, 2012. In addition to bringing artists to the
schools, this time the schools also came to hear the artists: Donna
Wissinger and Joy Myers, Key West native Maestra Sebrina Alfonso and
her South Florida Symphony.
In a wonderful preface to its regular November concert, the orchestra
hosted over 900 students from up and down the Keys in two 45-minute
presentations designed just for them, and the first and second graders
were well prepared. In advance of their trip to the theatre, their teachers
and teaching artists Donna and Joy told them stories about what they
would see and hear and gave them a taste of the music.
The theme of the concert was America and freedom (“the freedom to make
good choices”), and the welcome was from one conch to many others, as
Maestra Alfonso emphasized her common heritage with the children. They
were kids, of course, and some squirmed and bounced in their concert
theatre seats, but all paid attention.
Some of the students were rapt with the music—their first live orchestra
concert. Many kept time, following Maestra Alfonso’s motions with their
own conducting hands. Even more bounced their legs or otherwise kept
time with the rhythms. They all laughed at the blatt of the brass section
mouthpiece, part of a well-constructed and generously given set of
demonstrations by members of the various orchestra sections. They sent
up a whoop when they heard the gong in Copland’s “Fanfare for the
Common Man.” They cheered and applauded when they heard the
themes from “Star Wars” and “The Little Mermaid.” And they listened
attentively to Jeremy Ribando’s Falling Down Doodle and the story and
music of Robert Kerr’s Ulster-Scots: Voyage of Hope and Johnny
Appleseed, clapping along as part of the rhythm section for “Johnny’s Hoe
Down.”
Experiencing their reactions to the music and stories and demonstrations
was an adult pleasure of major magnitude. We sat there and soaked in all
of the appreciation that we felt in that room—it was palpable. The oohing
and aahing and pointing, clapping, tapping and conducting were a joy to
watch. We got goosebumps knowing that more than a few lives were
changed that morning. It was clear that the teachers were thrilled, and
backstage afterwards everyone was glowing. They truly enjoyed being
able to provide the experience. It was a win-win for everyone.

On this November 15 morning, you did not have to be born in New York
City to be a child introduced early to a full symphony orchestra. You just
had to be lucky enough to live in the Keys.
Susanne Woods, Board member, Florida Keys Council of the Arts

“Our students were not able to come! How can we make sure
they too have this opportunity?” Father Baker
From the Executive Director of the SFSO:
Thank you for bringing this to our attention. As you can see, I
have copied Donna, the brilliant mind behind this powerful
program and Liz from the Keys Arts Council. We are working on
another similar event for January. We will be happy to let them
know about your group so hopefully, they can work them in. This
program was created by a collaborative effort between Donna
and Joy who design and implement the curriculum at the school
level, Liz who coordinated with the school district and the SFSO
for the musical opportunity. This first event targeted the early
elementary year students, January, the older elementary kids.
This was the first time I have been a part of this and I still can’t
get the images of the children’s looks of joy out of my
mind. Donna and Joy met them in the hall with fife and snare
drum and the kids marched right into the TW! They made the
music come alive.
You will be happy to know that Manny and Anita Garcia provided
the housing for Donna and Joy for the entire week, as they
visited all of the public schools from Marathon, south.

